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Founded by one of downtown Manhattan’s most well-loved urban
fashion designers, FRIED RICE is distinguished by its 100% unisex
collection, quirky “mashed up” creativity, inventive styling details, and
mad obsession with outstanding fabrics.

The brand’s ethos is to celebrate the diversity of artistic and cultural
perspectives in urban life here in New York City and around the world.
According to designer MAYA FRIED RICE, “It’s all these simple,
distinctive elements mixed up in a good way.”

With this uniquely uncommon design and cultural perspective, the
brand is now a go-to for creative artists around the world, as well as a
fan favorite at some of urban style’s most influential events like LA’s
“Superbowl of urban culture” ComplexCon and Brooklyn NYC’s
hugely impactful Afropunk Festival.
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ABOUT THE PRESENTATION

Every season, our most fundamental inspiration is celebration and support for
urban creative community, in our neighborhood and around the world.

When we were first invited to NYMD, we were truly honored, and bit
surprised. We paused: “your favorite eclectic NYC urban brand FRIED
RICE …doing a fashion show”?

If we were going to make an authentic contribution to New York Fashion
Week, we would want to share what makes us most excited and inspired about
what we are doing here: being a part of a dynamic creative community.

For this reason, we dedicate this presentation to the diversity of creative
perspectives around us. Rather than typical models, every wearer of FRIED
RICE SS22 styles in this presentation has an artistic or entrepreneurial
mission that you will have an opportunity to connect with. It does not matter
if they are famous artists or just beginning a journey to fulfil their aspirations,
we are inspired by them. And we are excited to share that with you.

As always, inspired by creative minds.
- FRIED
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ANNALISE AZADIAN
SINGER

@ANNALISEAZADIAN

New York-born singer, “soul-writer,” fashion designer, and multi-
instrumentalist Annalise Azadian brings her unique perspective on
culture, art, and creativity to her music. After leaving Berklee College
of Music to pursue her music aspirations, Azadian continuously worked
towards what was ahead of her, moving in faith and not in fear: “These
things don’t come easy and even when life knocks you down 100 times
you have to get up 101 times,” explains Azadian to Kulture Hub.

The twenty-three-year-old singer’s music encapsulates a genre-
blending sound, exploring styles of pop and R&B while never pigeon-
holing itself to one genre. Azadian struck gold last year with the
release of her visual EP, Six weeks of 7, which notched up millions of
streams and garnered her thousands of fans. Azadian follows the
success of her EP with the release of her newest single, “Life of The
Party,” a smokey pop number produced by H.E.R and Kehlani
collaborator Swagg R’Celious.

- from HALEYWARNER, dailyrindblog.com

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/annaliseazadian/?hl=en
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HAS IRV
HIP HOP ARTIST

@HASSIRV

Born to a Guinean mother and Malian father, Hass was sent to
Africa at a young age before returning to Harlem at 7. Upon his
return he did not know English, which led to an adjustment period of
creating his distinguished identity.

He embraced the rich cultural history in music and fashion of his
native borough. Before he was known as one of the next leaders of
the new school, he gained notoriety as Hassy “The Plug.” His
uncanny ability to land exclusive sneaker releases drew no
comparison. After making the transition to college, he realized his
passion for music. This led to being handpicked by Pusha T for the
1800 Seconds album which highlighted ten up-and-coming artists
from around the country. Dubbed the “lightning rod” by Push
himself, Hass Irv continues to live up to the definition.

- from Jiggy Jones, TheSource.com

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/hassirv/?hl=en
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Z WALSH
PHOTOGRAPHER

@ZTHEBUG

Z Walsh is a NYC-based artist, photographer & model. Z’s work focuses on increasing 
trans, specifically trans masc, representation in media and art. He uses his platform to 

advocate for the many ways to exist as transgender in today’s world.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/zthebug/?hl=en
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PATRICK DOUGHER
VISUAL ARTIST

@PATRICKDOUGHER

Born and raised in Brooklyn, Patrick is a self-taught fine
artist, musician, poet and actor.

For over 20 years Patrick has used the arts to empower and
support the socio-emotional growth of at-risk and
disenfranchised youth of the city, while dedicating much of
his efforts to the community through education, leadership
and creative purpose.

Patrick’s art reflects his life’s mission to inspire and empower
by honestly and fearlessly holding up a mirror to society’s
injustices. A painter, mixed-media and collage artist, and
sculptor, through art he seeks to celebrate the noble beauty
and divine spiritual nature of all people but people of African
descent in particular, and to connect urban American culture
to its roots in sacred African art and ceremony.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/patrickdougher/
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SISSI LU
STREET PHOTOGRAPHER

@SISSI_LU

Sissi Lu is a New York based film photographer drawn
to portraying real people with her analogue camera
photography.

Her current project is A Word to The Young, a series
that was inspired by her elderly parents. In this series
she tells the stories and passes on advice from older
people to younger generations through photography.

As a creative person, because she often finds herself
wanting to express more than just a still frame, she has
made video production another outlet for creativity.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/sissi_lu/?hl=en
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WHAFFLE
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

@IAMWHAFFLE

After years of artistic education, Whaffle took a break from
“traditional learning” to find his true passion. With that
exploratory freedom, he soon found himself tapping into African
American culture and fashion during the 1970’s. He believes that
the 70’s was a time where both style and politics seemed to be
welded together, and self expression was omnipresent globally.
Inspired, 70’s fashion and culture specifically in New York became
a lifestyle for Whaffle, who fully embodied history by wearing all
vintage clothing and accessories. He even decorated his
apartment to look like visitors would think they had just stepped
into the 1970s.

Recently Whaffle has begun to make his way into the professional
creative field, having done work for Pro-Keds, Jordache, K2
sports, musicians Juice WRLD & NVDES, photographer Justin
Bettman. Due to his unique appearance, he was recruited as an
extra in several films, including in Mid 90s, Jonah Hill’s directorial
film debut. In 2019, he held his first solo show in his hometown of
Red Hook, Brooklyn.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/iamwhaffle/?hl=en
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AMIR PANAHI
DANCER

@PANAHIUPNEXT

The “Models”

In Amir’s own words: 
“Born and raised in the Bronx. Growing 
up in the Bronx, all the kids on my 
block wanted to be baseball players, 
basketball players, rappers but I wanted 
to do ballet. 

In my youth I demonstrated a gift for 
performing, winning recognition as a 
storyteller and debater. The path from 
the Bronx to the Ballet studios at 
Lincoln Center was not an easy one but 
with hard work and perseverance I 
made my way. “

https://www.instagram.com/panahiupnext/?hl=en
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FAKE ID
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

@_BYMAN

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/_byman/?hl=en
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JULIAN WATSON
DANCER, ACTOR, WRITER

@JULIANWATSOON

Philadelphia, PA native Julian Watson originally moved to NYC to
continue an education in classical and contemporary ballet. Julian was
awarded full scholarships to study at the world’s premiere ballet
institutions such as Bolshoi Ballet Academy, Royal Danish Ballet, and
Ellison Ballet. As a professional dancer, he toured with New York
State Ballet, Klassic Contemporary Ballet, and the Atlantic City Ballet
performing classical and contemporary dance repertoire. He has won
awards in international ballet competitions in Russia and New York
City, and is also a choreographer and teacher.

After a 10 year international career in dance, Julian began modeling in
2020. He has been featured in campaigns, commercials and ads for
Tommy Hilfiger, Tiffany & Co, Pyer Moss, and others. He recently
graduated on full scholarship from the summer conservatory program
at The Stella Adler Studio of Acting. Presently, he is living in Brooklyn
New York screen writing, working on independent streetwear and
fashion projects and exploring new parts of the city.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/julianwatsoon/
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DREW ROBINSON
MUSICIAN
@gravebathers

@badvacationnyc

Performer. Entertainer. Writer and composer. Construction
worker by day. Reader of spiritual texts by night. Always the
rocker. The voice of hard rock band, Grave Bathers. Guitar
slinger for sleazy punks, Bad Vacation.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/gravebathers/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/badvacationnyc/?hl=en
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ANASTASIA KASAR
VISUAL ARTIST

Based in New York City, Anastasia has been in love with
all forms of art as long as she can remember.

Combining her love of painting with her love of fashion
design, she also has a collection of bespoke painted
denim pieces.

Her work is inspired by a mix of surrealism and the lucid
dream world.

The “Models”
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AMARIS FRINK 
COMPETITIVE DANCER

Amaris Frink is an 18 year old competitive dancer and
model. Born and raised in Trenton, NJ, the performing
arts have been instrumental in shaping her perspective
and approach to life.

For nearly a decade, competitive dance has been a key
element of her journey, having achieved over five
regional titles while training in ballet, hip hop,
contemporary, lyrical, modern and jazz styles.

This deep experience in creative movement now shapes
her distinctive creative approach to her current path in
modeling, which has always been a dream for her.

The “Models”

I am a firm believer in trying new things! Finding new ways to express creativity has helped me reach outside my comfort zones, gain confidence, and discover who I truly am. Through modeling, I am learning that confidence means more than how you physica
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IRENE BUESO
MODEL

@IRENEDENISEE

From Irene:
”Hi, I’m Irene Bueso. Growing up in Brooklyn, life was very
diverse and multicultural. Having a view on a variety of cultures
and lifestyles broadened my horizons. But being extremely tall
from a young age created a deep insecurity that took control of
how I presented myself to others and to myself. I did not believe
I could be confident or fit in with peers.

Then I came across the VS show and a little show called
RuPaul’s Drag Race and my perspective changed. Through
these unique inspirations, I accepted what God has given me and
realized me being myself and loving myself for who I am is
what’s going to make me blossom in this world. With that power,
I can put that positive energy into things I love like animals and
nature. I turned my insecurity into strength by modeling, which
has become a form of creativity that will make me a better
human being overall.”

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/irenedenisee/?hl=en
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DIEGO SCANLON 
STREETWEAR ENTREPRENEUR

@DIEGOVSCANLON

Diego Scanlon, 17, is a student, musician and
entrepreneur based in San Francisco, California.
Diego began a his sneaker reselling business after
being inspired by the endeavors of Kanye West in the
fashion world.

After buying and reselling his first pair of Adidas
Yeezy sneakers while living in Paris, Diego expanded
his focus to bring more collectible fashion items to
more people by expanding into streetwear and
modern art.

He plays the drums with school and no-so-serious
bands and looks forward to playing live again.

The “Models”

https://www.instagram.com/diegovscanlon/?hl=en
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FUNKNVIBE
PRESENTATION DJs

@FUNKNVIBE

FunknVibe is a creative 
team of DJ’s and 

Artists based in New 
York, who bring people 

together through 
music, with an eclectic 
and balanced selection 

of rhythms and 
frequencies.”

The “DJs”

https://www.instagram.com/funknvibe/

